
 

Clementine: She is a quiet and imaginative girl 
with two attentive, loving parents who were 
visiting Savannah when the zombie apocalypse 
began. She’s incredibly resourceful, choosing 
to spend time building elaborate fantasies in 
her tree-house instead of watching cartoons or 
playing with dolls. She doesn’t get scared and 
will clam up if she is nervous. Reserved and 
shy, her actions speak louder than her words. 

Clementine survived the first few weeks of the 
apocalypse on her own. She is young but 
incredibly self reliant. She has two great 
parents who have taught her to think before 
she speaks and to take care of herself. 

It might be easy to play Clementine as a weak 
little girl, but over the course of the game, she 
will slowly emerge as one of the strongest 
characters in the group.  

About The Walking Dead: The Walking Dead is 
a video game based on an acclaimed comic 
series. There is also a television show based on 
the comic material. Our story is a new one in the world of The Walking Dead and is 
based on the typical zombie apocalypse milieu, save that the stories of The Walking 
Dead are more long-form.  It is about people trying to survive with each other months 
and even years after the infection. The tone of it is similar to something like The Wire 
or Mad Men, but with hordes of shambling undead. 

Sample Dialog 

1. Light banter. 

CLEMENTINE: Lee, I have to pee. 

LEE: Than just go. 

CLEMENTINE: I can’t “just go.”  

LEE: Go over there, there’s the door. 

CLEMENTINE: You’re gonna feel real bad if there’s a monster in there. 

LEE: Ha, you know it. 



CLEMENTINE: Hmmph. [marches away with a little attitude] 

2. Emotional Argument 

CLEMENTINE: [upset] Why didn’t you help me? 

LEE: I tried, I was just too slow. 

CLEMENTINE: [upset, angry] You SAID you’d never let anything bad happen. 

LEE: I know what I said. 

CLEMENTINE: And you DID let something bad happen! It was trying to eat me. It…it… 
had me. It pulled my hair. 

LEE: I’m sorry, Clem. 

CLEMENTINE: It’s…ok.  

LEE: You took care of yourself though, you did it. 

CLEMENTINE: I had to. Everyone has to. Duck had to but he didn’t and now he’s dead. 

LEE: We can take care of each other, too. I’m sorry I didn’t Clem. 

CLEMENTINE: I would take care of you. 

LEE: I know. 

**** 

3. On a telephone. A weird tone, emotionally distant but curious. 

LEE: …Hello? 

CLEMENTINE: Are you alive? 

Lee: Yeah, I’m alive. 

CLEMENTINE: There aren’t very many people alive anymore. I’m glad you are. 

 

 


